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Abstract: The liquid scintillator JUNO experiment is proposed to take place in South China,

near Kaiping town. This project proposes to mainly measure the neutrino mass hierarchy using

nuclear reactors located at a distance of 52 km from the underground detector. The detector has

an active volume of 20 kt liquid scintillator readout by about 15000 PMTs, leading to an unprece-

dented photocathode coverage of ∼80% photocathode. This huge volume allows the experiment to

also measure at a sub–percent level PMNS neutrino mixing matrix parameters and study cosmo-

logical neutrinos, as those coming from supernova explosions. It can also detect atmospheric, solar

and geo–neutrinos. The construction of the underground laboratory to host the liquid scintillator

detector will start at the end of 2014 while the installation and commissioning of the detector is

supposed to finish in 2020 when the data taking will start. The experiment expects to go over

3 σ significance after 6 years data taking. Five french institutes having expressed the intention to

join this experiment can have a significant contribution bringing to the JUNO Collaboration their

expertise acquired on previous or on–going neutrino projects.
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Executive Summary

JUNO (Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory) is a complementary neutrino oscillation

project to those current and future long baseline experiments and proposals. It offers a reach

physics program not only on neutrino oscillations but also on astroparticle physics. JUNO will

be the largest liquid scintillator experiment able to observe simultaneously reactor, atmospheric

and solar neutrinos. For this reason JUNO will perform sub–percent measurements of the PMNS

neutrino mixing matrix parameters.

The main goal of JUNO will be to resolve the neutrino mass hierarchy using nuclear reactors

located at a distance of 52 km from the 20 kt liquid scintillator detector. This measurement, not

affected by matter effects, would be complementary to the possible indications on mass hierarchy

that T2K and NOνA could give during the next years, or the non–yet approved projects PINGU

and ORCA using atmospheric neutrinos. The mass hierarchy determination will greatly help the

optimisation of the future long baseline neutrino experiments proposed to observe for the first time

CP violation in the leptonic sector.

Profiting from the long experience of IN2P3 institutes on neutrino oscillation experiments as

OPERA, Double Chooz and T2K, IN2P3 can play a significant role in JUNO. A great opportunity is

the re–use of the OPERA Target Tracker, built by IN2P3, as muon tracker in JUNO. This significant

in–kind contribution will allow IN2P3 researchers to well study all cosmogenic backgrounds and

thereby allow the experiment to reduce its systematic errors. Participation on the online electronics

is another very interesting subject on which the IN2P3 institutes could participate. Again, IN2P3

institutes, due to their knowhow coming from their participation in Double Chooz, are well placed

to perform significant work on this subject. Presently, five IN2P3 institutes are strongly interested

to join JUNO.

JUNO, received 2 billion yuan ($300M) funding commitment from the Chinese government and

will start construction at the end of this year. The first physics data are expected in 2020. After

six years of data taking, JUNO is expected to reach a MH determination significance between 3

and 4 σ mainly depending on the energy resolution which will be reached.
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1 Introduction

After the measurement of the last neutrino oscillation angle θ13 by reactor experiments, two oscil-

lation parameters remain unknown in case of Dirac neutrinos, the sign of ∆m2
13 (mass hierarchy)

and δCP defining if a CP violation exists in the leptonic sector. The measurement of neutrino mass

hierarchy (MH) will help to better optimize the future long baseline experiments aiming to observe

for the first time a possible neutrino CP Violation and possibly explain the matter–antimatter

asymmetry in the universe.

To measure MH several projects have been proposed based on accelerator long baseline experi-

ments [1–3] or using atmospheric neutrinos [4–7]. The long baseline projects are long term projects

and are not expected to start taking data before 2030. Atmospheric neutrino projects are expected

to start earlier and could be complementary to JUNO. Indeed, JUNO, not sensitive at all to δCP
and using ν̄e disappearance will give an independent measurement compared to all other projects.

Present projects like NOνA and T2K can only give indications on MH [8] strongly depending on

δCP and on MH itself.

On top of defining the MH, JUNO can also measure the majority of the neutrino oscillation

parameters at a sub–percent level.

JUNO, due to the large volume of its detector, has also a very rich astroparticle physics program

and can also perform proton decay searches equivalent to those performed by SuperKamiokande.

2 Neutrino Oscillations

Neutrino oscillations is a phenomenon well established both at the solar and atmospheric scale.

Neutrinos are created in weak interactions as flavor eigenstates and propagate as mass eigenstates

(i.e. eigenstates of the Hamiltonian). The relation between flavor and mass eigenstate is given by

the PMNS matrix U:

U =

1 0 0

0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23

×
 c13 0 s13e

−iδ

0 1 0

−s13e−iδ 0 c13

×
 c12 s12 0

−s12 c12 0

0 0 1

×
eiξ1/2 0 0

0 eiξ2/2 0

0 0 1

 (2.1)

where sij = sin(θij), cij = cos(θij), δ stands for the CP violating phase and ξ1, ξ2 are the Majorana

phases (in case neutrinos are Majorana particles).

The probability that a neutrino of a given energy E and flavor α is detected at a distance from

the source L (baseline) as a neutrino of flavor β is the so called oscillation probability and it can

be computed, in vacuum, as:

P (να → νβ) = δαβ − 4
∑
i>j

Re(U∗
αiUβiUαjU

∗
βj) sin2(1.27∆m2

ijL/E) (2.2)

+2
∑
i>j

Im(U∗
αiUβiUαjU

∗
βj) sin(2.54∆m2

ijL/E).

Majorana phases do not have any impact on the neutrino oscillation probability and the relevant

parameters are the three mixing angles θ12, θ23 and θ13, the CP violating phase δCP and the two

mass splittings ∆m2
21 and ∆m2

31, where ∆m2
ij ≡ m2

i −m2
j .

As can be clearly seen in Eq. 2.2 the observation of neutrino oscillations implies that at least

one neutrino mass is different than zero. This is one indication for physics beyond the Standard

Model.

In the last decade, solar, reactor and long baseline experiments allowed for relatively high

precision measurements of the values of the θ12 and θ23 mixing angles as well as the mass splittings
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∆m2
21 and |∆m2

31|. Only very recently reactor experiments [9–11] lead to the measurement of a

non zero value of the θ13 mixing angle. A summary of the actual knowledge on the oscillation

parameters taken from Ref. [12] can be found in Tab. 1.

The non zero value of θ13 opened the way for the possible measurements of the δCP phase, so

far completely unknown, and the search for the CP violation on the leptonic sector. Although for

a precision measurement of the δCP phase we will have to wait for next generation long baseline

experiments, the combination of reactors and long baselines experiments could restrain the allowed

region. Preliminary results of T2K [13] showed hints of a δCP value consistent with −π/2, and the

foreseen antineutrino runs will further constrain the allowed parameter region. In addition NOvA

has also started data taking and combining the future data with T2K could provide sensitivities

above 1.5 σ for about one third of the CP violating phase space parameter long before dedicated

facilities are operational [14].

Another missing piece to the complete understanding of neutrino oscillation is the so called

MH, namely the sign of the large mass splitting ∆m2
31. The knowledge of the MH will have

a critical impact on the strategy of future neutrinoless double beta decay experiments: if the

region represented by the inverted hierarchy (IH) could be partially covered by next generation of

experiments, to attain the normal hierarchy (NH) region a scale up will not be sufficient and new

ideas and techniques will be mandatory.

The sign of ∆m2
31 has also a critical impact on neutrino oscillations since due to matter effects

neutrino/antineutrino oscillations are enhanced in case of NH/IH. This effect would fake CP vio-

lation making the δCP measurement more complicated. Future long baseline projects, of at least

1000 km, will be able to disentangle the two effects, nonetheless the knowledge a priori of the MH

could result in long baseline experiments optimized for CP violation discovery with no need of very

long baselines.

The possibility to measure MH on a relative short timescale (order of 5 to 10 years) is therefore

very appealing and the neutrino community is strongly working worldwide on two possible ideas:

the measurements of reactor neutrinos at a baseline of about 50 km with large liquid scintillator

detectors (e.g. JUNO or RENO–50 projects) and the possibility to observe specific patterns in

the energy–angular distribution of atmospheric neutrinos with very large Cherenkov detectors (e.g.

projects ORCA, PINGU or INO).

3 Objectives

JUNO proposes a rich physics program that complements the existing and near future world neu-

trino program. The JUNO huge liquid scintillator detector will give for the first time the possibility

to observe simultaneously atmospheric and solar neutrino oscillations. The precise measurement

of the related neutrino oscillation parameters will allow future sub–percent unitarity tests of the

PMNS mixing matrix as indicated in Table 1.

JUNO’s main objective is to resolve the neutrino MH. This measurement done using neutrinos

from nuclear reactors (∼50/day), being independent of matter effects, is complementary with the

one which could come from atmospheric neutrino experiments like PINGU or ORCA. Combined

measurements will enhance confidence in the determination of MH and will allow future long baseline

experiments as LBNE, HyperK or ESSnuSB, to concentrate their efforts and optimisations on CP

violation discovery in the leptonic sector. This will also provide a valuable input to neutrinoless

double beta decay experiments.

In case of a Supernova explosion at the center of our galaxy (10 kpc) JUNO could observe about

5000 neutrino events during 10 sec. The time and energy distributions can provide very valuable

information to understand the mechanism of these explosions.
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Table 1. Summary of neutrino oscillation parameters [12] and expected JUNO uncertainties. The definition

of ∆m2 used is ∆m2 = ∆m2
31−∆m2

21/2 if m1 < m2 < m3, and ∆m2 = ∆m2
32 +∆m2

21/2 if m3 < m1 < m2.

Parameter Value (±1σ) Current precision JUNO (after 6 years)

sin2 θ12 0.307+0.018
−0.016 6% 0.7%

sin2 θ23 0.386+0.024
−0.021 14% N/A

sin2 θ13 0.0244+0.0023
−0.0025 10% → 4% 15%

∆m2
21 (7.54+0.26

−0.22)× 10−5 eV2 3% 0.6%

|∆m2| (2.43+0.06
−0.10)× 10−3 eV2 5% 0.6%

sign of ∆m unknown to be determined

δ unknown N/A

JUNO also expects to detect 1–2 geo–neutrinos per day. This represents 10 times more statistics

than what is already collected by KamLAND and Borexino. This will allow to understand the 232Th

and 238U abundance in the Earth, and help to constrain geological models.

4 State of the art

Table 1 presents the neutrino oscillation parameters as they are known today and the accuracy

which will be reached after 6 years of data taking by JUNO. Solar neutrino experiments allowed to

mesure θ12 and ∆m2
12, while long baseline projects measured θ23 and |∆m2

13|.
MH (sign of |∆m2

13|) for the moment is unknown and present projects can only give indications

about this parameter with a relatively poor significance. Fig. 1 [14] shows the significance that

present projects as NOvA and T2K could reach after 2020. It is clear that these projects can

exceed 3 σ C.L. for only a small fraction of δCP depending on the MH itself.
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Figure 1. Mass hierarchy discovery significance as a function of true δCP , for the cases where NH is

considered as true hierarchy and IH is taken as test hierarchy (left) and where IH is considered as true

hierarchy and NH is taken as test hierarchy (right).

Concerning the detection of neutrinos created during supernova explosions, only those of SN87A

(∼ 20) are available up to now. More neutrinos are needed to give significant feedback to theoretical

models on mechanisms of these explosions.
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KamLAND and Borexino experiments have reported detection of geo–neutrinos (Fig. 2 [15, 16]).

Here also, significantly more statistics is needed to better determined the abundance of elements

contributing to the Earth heating.
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Figure 2. Neutrino energy distribution for geo–neutrino observation for KamLAND (left) and Borexino

(right).

5 Concept and approach

5.1 MH determination

After the big success of reactor experiments to measure θ13 and especially the success of Daya Bay

to achieve a very high precision of this parameter, China has decided to invest for the construction

of a 20 kt liquid scintillator detector similar to those used by reactor experiments to mainly solve

the problem of the neutrino MH using nuclear reactors located at a distance of 53 km.

The baseline has been chosen in order to maximize the sensitivity of the experiment. Indeed,

the survival probability of νe can be expressed as [17]:

Pee(L/E) = 1− P21 − P31 − P32

P21 = cos4(θ13) sin2(2θ12) sin2(∆21)

P31 = cos2(θ12) sin2(2θ13) sin2(∆31)

P32 = sin2(θ12) sin2(2θ13) sin2(∆32) (5.1)

where ∆ij = 1.27∆m2
ijL/E, ∆m2

ij is the neutrino mass-squared difference (m2
i −m2

j ) in eV2, θij is

the neutrino mixing angle, L is the baseline from reactor to νe detector in meters, and E is the νe
energy in MeV.

The three different oscillation terms P21, P31 and P32, depend on different |∆m2
ij |. Each

term has therefore a specific oscillation frequency in the L/E parameter space and the relative

amplitudes are about 40 : 2 : 1. The leading term in the oscillation disappearance Pee is clearly the

solar one P21, whereas the ones sensitive to the MH P31 and P32 are suppressed by the small value

of sin2(2θ13) as can be seen in Fig. 3. The baseline is therefore selected in the region of the first

oscillation maximum of solar neutrino oscillations in order to have the maximal sensitivity in the

P31 and P32 observation.

As can be seen in Fig. 3 the terms related to ∆m2
31 and ∆m2

32 appear as oscillations on the

antineutrino energy spectra. Such an oscillatory behavior is different in case of NH or IH and

the idea is to use a Fourier transform to discriminate between the two possibilities and therefore

measure the MH.
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Figure 3. Reactor neutrino spectra at a baseline of 60 km in L/E space for no oscillation (dashed

dotted line), 1 − P21 oscillation (dotted line) and Pee oscillation in the cases of NH and IH, assuming

sin2(2θ13) = 0.1. Figure taken from Ref. [17].

The frequency spectrum is obtained using the following Fourier transform:

FST (ω) =

∫ tmax

tmin

F (t) sin(ωt)dt

FCT (ω) =

∫ tmax

tmin

F (t) cos(ωt)dt (5.2)

where ω = 2.54∆m2
ij is the frequency and t = L

E is the variable in the L/E space, varying from

tmin = L
Emax

to tmax = L
Emin

.

In Fig. 4 the results of the FST and FCT in case of both NH and IH are shown. A detail

description of the analysis which can be performed to distinguish between the two hierarchies can be

found in Ref. [17]. Here we summarize the basic ideas: looking at Fig 4 it is clear that the positions

of “peaks” and “valleys” in the Fourier spectrum change depending on the MH considered. Calling

P the amplitude of the peak and V is the amplitude of the valley in the FST , and RV the amplitude

of the right valley and LV the amplitude of the left valley in the FCT spectrum, it is possible to

build two new variables RL and PV :

RL =
RV − LV
RV + LV

, PV =
P − V
P + V

. (5.3)

The two variables have been computed in Ref. [17] for different baselines (between 46 and

72 km) and different values of sin2(2θ13) since the amplitude of the θ13 mixing angle was still a

concern when this analysis was proposed in 2008. As can be seen in Fig. 5 the data corresponding

to the two different mass hierarchies populate two distinct regions of the PV/RL parameter space

showing a clear capability of discrimination:

RL > 0 and PV > 0 ⇒ NH

RL < 0 and PV < 0 ⇒ IH. (5.4)
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Figure 4. Fourier sine (FST ) and cosine (FCT ) transform spectra for 1 − P21 component (dotted line),

P32 component (dashed line), P31 component (dot-dashed line) and all the components of Pee (solid line)

in the cases of NH and IH. Figure taken from Ref. [17].

The proposed analysis was performed in ideal case without considering any error on the energy

reconstruction and infinite statistics. When a real experiment is considered, the statistical issue

does not represent a real problem given the detector mass of 20 kton and the relative large value

of θ13. The energy resolution is instead the major issue since a resolution better than 3%/
√
E is

needed to reach the desired sensitivity on the MH discrimination.

5.2 Measurements of PMNS parameters

One of the secondary yet important physics reach of the experiment is the precision measurement

of the PMNS mixing matrix.

The very large proposed detector with the designed energy resolution of 3%/
√
E will allow to probe

the matrix unitarity at the level of 1% reaching a precision higher than the present one on the CKM

matrix elements. The current and expected JUNO uncertainty on the mixing parameters and mass

splitting is showed in Tab. 1: the precision on ∆m2
31 and sin2 θ12 will increase by almost one order

of magnitude whereas a factor of 5 improvement will be reached on ∆m2
21.

5.3 Supernova neutrinos

So far, as previously mentioned, less than 20 neutrino events coming from supernova (SN) explosions

were observed.

If we consider a typical supernova explosion in our Galaxy center (i.e. at a distance of about

10 kpc) with a luminosity of about 3 × 1053 erg, with a 20 kton liquid scintillator detector a very
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Figure 5. Distribution of RL and PV values for different parameters of baseline and sin2(2θ13). The

default baseline is 60 km. Two clusters of RL and PV values are clearly seen for NH and IH cases. Figure

taken from Ref. [17].

large number (order of 5000) of correlated events is expected.

As average neutrino energies are both flavor and time dependent, the event rates were computed for

three representative values < Eν > = 12 MeV, 14 MeV and 16 MeV. In each case the average energy

is assumed to be equal for all flavors, and the number of expected events in JUNO is summarized

in Tab. 2.

The Inverse Beta Decay (IBD) channel (i.e. ν̄e + p → e+ + n) is the dominant one, and the

expected rate is similar to the one of large water Cherenkov detector such as SuperKamiokande.

An advantage of liquid scintillator detector is the capability to observe events on 12C, in particular

the charged current interactions on 12C allow to discriminate between νe and ν̄e.

Table 2. Numbers of neutrino events in JUNO for a SN at a distance of 10 kpc.

Channel Type Events for Events for Events for

< Eν > = 12 MeV < Eν > = 14 MeV < Eν > = 16 MeV

ν̄e + p→ n+ e+ CC 4.3× 103 5.0× 103 5.7× 103

νx + p→ νx + p NC 6.0× 102 1.2× 103 2.0× 103

νx + e→ νx + e NC 3.6× 102 3.6× 102 3.6× 102

νx +12 C → νx +12 C∗ NC 1.7× 102 3.2× 102 5.2× 102

νe +12 C →12 N∗ + e− CC 4.7× 101 9.4× 101 1.6× 102

ν̄e +12 C →12 B∗ + e+ CC 6.0× 101 1.1× 102 1.6× 102
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5.4 Geo–neutrinos

The detection of geo–neutrinos is nowadays a hot topic since it is an excellent opportunity to probe

the Earth’s internal structure and to understand the radiogenic contribution of the heat production.

Based on the IBD process only about 6.3% of the 238U and 3.8% of the 232Th neutrino flux can be

detected, due to the reaction threshold of 1.8 MeV. Nonetheless, the expected number of detected

neutrinos in JUNO, assuming a detector efficiency of 80% (taken from Daya Bay), is relatively large:

about 460 neutrinos from uranium and about 130 neutrinos from thorium per year. As a comparison

KamLAND observed ∼ 116 events whereas Borexino collected 46 golden events including reactor

neutrinos.

In the energy window of 1.8 – 3.4 MeV the number of antineutrinos coming from the reactor is

larger by about one order of magnitude (about 1.6 geo–neutrinos and about 14 antineutrinos coming

from reactors per day) however a statistical observation could be performed based on spectral

distortion. In addition, we could profit from the reactor shutdown to have a much clearer geo–

neutrino signature. Fig. 6 [18] presents the expected neutrino energy spectrum as it will be observed

by JUNO.
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Figure 6. Expected neutrino energy distribution for JUNO after 5 years exposure (assuming NH). MB
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5.5 Detector description

JUNO is a next-generation of medium-baseline reactor oscillation experiment. It uses the same de-

tection technique as previous reactor experiments to measure IBD. It consists of a 20 kt underground

liquid scintillator detector with a 1,850 m water equivalent overburden. The liquid scintillator tar-

get volume is spherical in order to minimize the surface-to-volume ratio and the position dependent

corrections to the reconstructed energy, which is crucial for the MH determination.

The design of central detectors is still open to different options. A basic option is however

shown in Fig. 7, where the concept of three separated layers is used for better protection against

radioactivity and muon backgrounds.
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The main concept of the detector includes two concentric spherical tanks located in a water

pool. The inner acrylic tank is a 34 m diameter sphere filled with 20 kton linear alkylbenzene

(LAB) based liquid scintillator (LS). The outer stainless steel tank is filled with 6 kton mineral

oil as buffer to protect LS from external radioactivities. 15,000 photomultipliers tubes (PMTs)

of 20” diameter will be installed in the internal surface of the steel tank. Finally, the water pool

protects the central detector from natural radioactivity in surrounding rocks and also serves as a

water Cherenkov detector after being equipped with PMTs, to tag cosmic muons. There is another

muon tracking detector on top of the water pool, used to improve muon detection efficiency and to

get better muon tracking.

Since it is extremely difficult to build both large tanks at the same time, other design options

of the detector are proposed.

• Option 1 removes the steel tank. The acrylic tank is directly put into water, which brings large

pressure difference. Mineral oil is replaced by water in this option. PMTs can be installed in

a steel frame in water.

• Option 2 removes the acrylic tank. Instead, small acrylic boxes filled with mineral oil can be

made and installed as modules to contain single PMT or a group of PMTs. There are pipes

at the back of each module for mineral oil filling and cabling.

• Option 3 uses a balloon to replace the acrylic tank. Balloon is relatively cheap for construction

and quick for installation. Experiences from Borexino and KamLAND are very encouraging.

There are many technical details of film materials to be considered, such as the transparency,

radon permeability and the leak check.

In order to resolve the difference between NH and IH an energy resolution better than 3%/
√

(E(MeV )

is needed. To achieve this unprecedented energy resolution a dedicated R&D program is underway.

The technical challenges are new type of PMTs with high efficiency and highly transparent liquid

scintillator.

The arrangement of PMT is also very important. An ideal arrangement of 20” tubes can reach

around 80% coverage (compare to 40 % for SuperKamiokande). A mixture of 8” PMTs and 20”

PMTs has been considered, which can reach a similar coverage as in the ideal case, while smaller

PMTs can provide better timing for event vertex reconstruction. The addition of reflection cones

into the clearance was studied. With two thin acrylic panels with air gap, for uniformly distributed

events, MC simulation shows 6% increase on the total number of PE.

5.6 Needed R&D

As described, the main physics channel of JUNO driving the detector design optimisation is the

maximisation of the sensitivity to MH. Once the detector is optimised for the demanding MH

requirements, the detector is virtually over–designed, for all other physics channel, thus benefiting

the full physics programme of JUNO by one of the best liquid scintillator detectors ever built in

terms of response.

MH demands a unprecedented ∼3% energy resolution at 1 MeV, implying the necessity for the

highest photocathode ever coverage built (∼80%), thus maximising the light yield to reduce the

stochastic energy resolutions term to <3% and extremely careful design of the detector and readout

systems to minimise calorimetry systematics dominating the non–stochastic terms. Currently, the

design of the detector configuration (vessels sizes, components, etc) and readout chain (photo-

detectors, electronics and DAQ system) are not fully fixed, but undergoing active optimisation

studies and effort to achieve the above MH goals.

The first item of R&D addressing the optimisation of the stochastic term of the energy resolution

and involving mainly hardware efforts, led by the IHEP laboratory (Beijing) in tight collaboration
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Figure 7. A detector concept for JUNO.

with local industry, is the development of high efficiency inexpensive 20” photo-detectors. The

programme considers either new MPC based or conventional 20” and 8” PMTs, made in China, to

reduce the overall cost of the experiment and even, there is a claimed-in-paper possible improvement

on detection efficiency. The proposed PMTs are designed to yield higher quantum and/or collection

efficiency by relying on measuring the photons using the lower hemisphere reflective photocathode

and/or MPCs, instead of the conventional dynode chains. The concept, a priori not impossible,

has not yet proved the needed performance for JUNO, although promising results have been shown

internally and impressive progress is demonstrated in every subsequent collaboration meeting. This

effort is regarded as part of a national initiative to open a competitive photo-detection industry front

with perspectives beyond JUNO, but potentially highly benefiting the JUNO case. The new Chinese

R&D PMTs have been made available to several laboratories for preliminary testing, including

collaborators in Europe. Results across all labs involved are cross-checked and consistent. The final

decision of PMTs (and readout) is envisaged by 2016 and significant performance improvement

relative to today’s status is expected.

The second item of effective R&D, in this case driven simulation (software with hardware driven

inputs), is the detector and readout design optimisation for high precision calorimetry. Here, in

addition to the dedicated studies within the collaboration already showing a remarkable detector

response performance, there is data-driven inputs from other experiments, such as Borexino, Daya

Bay, Double Chooz and KamLAND. The goal is to develop techniques for the calorimetry estimation

(i.e. energy reconstruction) that minimise possible response systematics, such as response non-

stability, non-uniformity, non-linearity, etc.

Some R&D on the DAQ is also needed. The main goal will be to cope with a rate as high as

possible in order to decrease the dead time. One physics subject which would benefit a lot from this

is detecting neutrinos coming from supernova explosions in our galaxy where more than a million

triggers are expected in few seconds.
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6 Ambition and risks

As previously said, a ∼3% energy resolution (at 1 MeV) is needed to determine the MH with high

C.L. This crucially depends on the number of photoelectrons detected for IBD interactions. This

number depends on:

• the PMT performance (quantum and collection efficiency),

• the liquid scintillation photon yield,

• the transmission of the media crossed by photons before arriving up to the PMTs.

Concerning the PMTs, if the Chinese driven PMT R&D was not successful (on time for JUNO),

the collaboration has discussed openly about possible backup solutions, such as the 20” PMTs of

Hamamatsu, originally developed from the Kamiokande experiment times. The latest versions

of those PMTs, optimised on the light of the possible Hyper–Kamiokande, already provide the

performance needed for JUNO. It has to be mentioned that all laboratories testing/characterising

PMTs, and even the readout simulation developments within JUNO, consider the Hamamatsu

PMTs as a possible option, at least used as the reference to evaluate the relative performance of

the new PMTs.

To improve the liquid scintillator attenuation from 15 m, achieved in Daya Bay, to 30 m

needed for JUNO, an intensive R&D has already started. Long experience coming from Borexino

is currently injected in this effort. We are confident that the goal will be achieved by improving the

raw materials, the liquid scintillator production process and the purification.

Concerning calorimetry, today’s state of the art (Borexino, Double Chooz, etc.) has yielded

non–stochastic terms control to the ∼1.5% level (see formula in Fig. 8). However, the control

required by JUNO, once the light yield is ∼1200 PE/MeV, is <1.5%, ideally ∼0.5%. This does not

appear impossible a priori, but extremely careful design is to be optimised to yield this performance.

It should be highlighted none of the past experiments has ever cared about non–stochastic term

control <2.0%, being dominated by the stochastic terms well before since their light level was far

lower. So, previous experience is very handy, but it cannot be extrapolated directly.

An example of the particular care taken by the collaboration is the envisaged electronics con-

figuration proposed as baseline: FADC, sampling at 1 GHz, for maximal control of the calorimetry,

even offline, by using high level pulse reconstruction schemes minimising dispersive effects. This

strategy, in fact, follows the successful readout scheme configuration of Double Chooz.

Regarding the energy resolution argument (first and second items above mentioned), there is a

possible risk (the most pessimistic scenario): what if JUNO was not able to yield the envisaged 3%

energy resolution to attain a competitive MH measurement? First, regardless of MH sensitivity,

JUNO is a unique element in the world experimental effort of high precision neutrino oscillations

(i.e. neutrino leptonic flavour sector) capable of measuring several neutrino oscillation parameters,

for the first time in history, below 1%. This precision is important to understand and over-constrain

the Standard Model globally (PMNS high precision measurements), which, in analogous rationale

and motivation behind the HEP investment over several decades, needs the high precision charac-

terisation of CKM matrix. In addition, not only those parameters are unattainable by any other

experimental programme so far (or being planned), but also they are critical ingredients in the

world strategy to measure δCP with different techniques such as those proposed by the future long

baseline programmes, or more indirectly by the ultimate data input from current experiment such

as T2K and NOvA.

However, the entire detector and readout chain are designed to reach unprecedented levels of

energy resolution (likely not far 3% at 1 MeV), hence the most relevant question is: how far are
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the JUNO requirements from today’s knowledge/achievements? Let us take Double Chooz energy

resolution as an exemple, specially for the highly non-trivial non-stochastic terms, as shown in

Figure 8, measured both to be about 0.017 (for data and remarkably well matched by MC, within

1 σ).

Figure 8. Double Chooz Energy Resolution (data and MC).

In this case, JUNO would be able to reach about ∼3.2% at 1 MeV (almost the nominal goal)

assuming ∼1200 PE/MeV (currently expected as possible, for the stochastic term) and only a 2×
improvement in the non-stochastic terms relative to today’s Double Chooz best knowledge. This

is actually very encouraging. Improving by 2× in an experiment that ∼500× larger is certainly

not trivial, this is far closer to today’s results than originally anticipated. Besides, the Double

Chooz calorimetry was not designed/optimised for high precision control of the non-stochastic

terms (since the large ∼7.7% stochastic term dominates), the Double Chooz results are comparable

to other leading experiments in the field such as Borexino and KamLAND, both being slightly larger

actually (preliminary private communication to those collaborations since there are no publications

addressing their energy resolution in detail). This means that JUNO specifications are not far from

today’s results, even though those were not optimised for the same physics of JUNO. Currently,

using the state of the art simulations and knowledge from Double Chooz, Borexino, KamLAND,

there is no evident stop-showing reason for JUNO to yield the design goals.

Still, in case the energy resolution is lower than expected, in order to achieve the announced C.L.

on MH determination, the experiment will have to take more data and thus increase its duration

for this physics subject. Fig. 9 presents the exposure (1.00 the nominal exposure, i.e., is for 6 years)

versus the energy resolution for several C.L.

JUNO also will measure precisely the relatively high rate cosmogenic background, mainly in-

duced by muons, like 9Li, 8He and fast neutrons, using the Top Tracker (see below). Thus, this

background is not expected to induce significant systematic errors.

Finally, an item that deserve mention in terms of the risk assessment for physics performance

is the optimisation of the JUNO DAQ design for the extremely high rate of neutrino interaction if

a core-collapse supernova being very near. For example, ∼1 M IBDs are expected within 0.5 kpc

distance, this being extremely near as compared to the Galaxy center at about 10 kpc, with highest

star density. So, handling about 1 M events over a few seconds, where about half of those occur

during the first 0.5 s, is a non-trivial challenge for the detector readout (likely needing large buffers)

and DAQ design. Yielding a scheme of readout/DAQ system leading to minimal supernova infor-

mation loss, if unavoidable high rates were to happen is high relevance topic for the collaboration.
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Figure 9. JUNO exposure versus the energy resolution for several C.L (1.00 is the nominal value, i.e., six

years exposure).

Information loss tracking systems (e.g. online deadtime monitors, etc) are being designed and dis-

cussed within the collaboration to alleviate the possible impact (in terms of systematics) for the

system performance in the case of a supernova observation.

For all other physics subjects the risks are less severe than those mentioned above. Concerning

geo–neutrinos, an extra risk could come from unexpected high background.

7 Impact

In case of success the impact on neutrino oscillations will be large. Future neutrino projects will

use these results to go further in the understanding of neutrino properties. This will facilitate the

discovery of leptonic CP violation for long baseline neutrino experiments to come in the near and

far future. Some of them are significantly influenced by the MH uncertainty and cannot optimise

effectively their project in order to maximise the probability of observing CP violation in the leptonic

sector.

Neutrinoless Double Beta decay searches can also be facilitated by knowing the MH. Especially

in the case where the MH is inverted we would know that future projects could have some chance

to observe Neutrinoless Double Beta decay according to their sensitivity.

An explosion of a supernova in the neibourghood will allow the detection of thousands neutrinos

of all families and the reconstruction of their energy spectrum and time distribution. These two

observations will give very valuable information to understand the supernova explosion mechanism

and constrain theoretical models.

Observing the rate and energy spectrum of geo–neutrinos can help to better understand the

Earth heat rate and 232Th and 238U abundance influencing this rate. This will also help to un-

derstand the Earth dynamics and formation in early Solar Systems. All this could constrain the

geological abundance models.

On top of the Physics impact, the R&D launched in JUNO will also have its own technological

impact. Indeed, if the PMT R&D to produce high QE (∼ 35%) in China using Si technics, on top of
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those produced by Hamamatsu, will benefit to all future projects. This will also lower significantly

the PMT price.

By the same way, producing high transparency and yield liquid scintillator will also be profitable

to all next projects using the same detection technique.

8 Schedule

The infrastructure construction (tunnel, underground laboratory, surface buildings...) will start

at the end of 2014 to finish during 2017. The necessary R&D, mainly on photodetection, has

already started and will continue up to the starting of the production. The detector components’

production, apart the PMT’s, is expected to take place between 2016 and 2017. In order to produce

on time the large number of PMT’s, the production of this item will already start in 2016 and will

last up to 2019, when the last PMT’s will be installed in the central detector.

The detector assembly and installation will be done during 2018 and 2019. The Top Tracker

for muon tracking, will be installed at the end (2019) after the installation of the central detector.

The filling of the detector will also start in 2019, while data taking is foreseen to start during 2020.

The first running period for MH determination is supposed to last 6 years.

9 International Collaboration

The JUNO collaboration is today portrayed as very international having sizeable contributions

from Europe (including Russia), Taiwan and US, beyond the leading Chinese contributions, likely

amount to above 70% of the collaboration out of about ∼200 scientists. The overall number of

institutions (also the number of scientists per institution) is expected to increase, as well as the

number of countries involved.

The JUNO-Europe groups have been organised from the early stages in coherent effort to

minimise dispersion and maximise visibility by focusing in a few strategical contributions, in con-

sistency with previous expertise originating mainly from the Borexino, Double Chooz, OPERA

and T2K experiments. Main European contributions are focused on the main neutrino detector

(readout/electronics/DAQ, liquid scintillator and radio-purity) and the top muon tracker detector.

The developments envisaged in Europe are expected to be co-developed in most cases among Eu-

ropean institutions sub-collaborations to minimise travel expenses, while integrating the necessary

expertise and manpower needed to realise and maintain the envisaged projects.

After the constitutive JUNO meeting in Beijing last July, JUNO counts 20 European institutes,

25 institutes from Asia and 3 institutes from the US. For some of these institutes, including those

of IN2P3, the participation is subject to their funding agency approval, supposed to be expressed

before the end of this year.

10 French contributions

The main french contribution will be the installation of the OPERA Target Tracker (TT) [19] on top

of the JUNO detector in order to be used as cosmic muon tracker. The JUNO cosmic muon tracker

will help enormously to evaluate the contribution of the cosmogenic background to the signal. This

in kind contribution (∼ 4.5 MEUR) is a very good opportunity since the OPERA detector has to be

dismounted soon and the TT will become available by mid–2016. French significant contribution is

expected on JUNO acquisition system and electronics as well on software. It is obvious that IN2P3

groups will also participate to the data analysis and simulation.
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10.1 OPERA Target Tracker

The TT is a plastic scintillating detector which had several critical roles in OPERA: it was used

to trigger the neutrino events, to identify the brick in which the neutrino interaction took place

and to reconstruct muons reducing therefore the Charm background. Its performances met well

the expectations: only limited aging was observed over the 2007 - 2012 data taking period, and the

detector understanding was well demonstrated showing very good data/MC agreement in particular

on the muon identification and energy reconstruction [20].

The TT is composed of 62 walls with a sensitive area of 6.7×6.7 m2. Each wall is formed

by four vertical (x) and four horizontal (y) modules (Fig. 10). The TT modules are composed

of 64 scintillating strips, 6.7 m length and 26.4 mm wide. Each strip is read on both sides by a

Hamamatsu 64–channel multi–anode PMT. The total surface which could be covered by the 62 x–y

walls is 2783 m2. All TT walls in OPERA are hanged by the top part of the detector and are thus

in vertical position (Fig. 11). In the case of JUNO, all TT modules have to be placed in horizontal

position, in which case more supportive mechanical structure is needed.
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Figure 10. Schematic view of a plastic scintil-

lator strip wall.
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Figure 11. Target Tracker walls hanging in be-

tween two brick walls inside the OPERA detec-

tor.

The particle detection principle used by the TT is depicted by Fig. 12. The scintillator strips

used have been produced by extrusion, with a TiO2 co-extruded reflective and diffusing coating

for better light collection. A long groove running on the whole length and at the center of the

scintillating strips, houses the WLS fibre which is glued inside the groove using a high transparency

glue. This technology is very reliable due to the robustness of its components. Delicate elements,

like electronics and PMT’s are located outside the sensitive area where they are accessible (Fig. 13).

Fig. 14 presents details about the end-caps of the TT modules hosting all electronics, front end

and acquisition. These electronics are composed of:

• a front end card located just behind the multi-anode Hamamatsu PMT, hosting the two

OPERA ROC chips (32 channels each, BiCMOS 0.8 microns) [21],

• an acquisition card (DAQ) [22], also hosting an ADC for charge digitisation,

• a light injection card located on the DAQ card,
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Figure 13. Schematic view of an end–cap of a

scintillator strip module.

• two LEDs able to inject light at the level of the WLS fibres near the PMT and driven by

the light injection card, this system is used to regularly calibrate the detector (PMT gain,

stability etc.),

• an ISEG High Voltage module located on the DAQ card.

ISEG HV modules light injectors OPERA ROC 

LED 

LED 

DAQ card 

PMT 
front end 

card 

Figure 14. TT electronics including DAQ card. All elements in red will be replaced.

The TT electronics record the triggered channels and their charge, thanks to the OPERA–ROC

chip. A schematic view of this chip is given by Fig. 15. Each channel has a low noise variable gain

preamplifier that feeds both a trigger and a charge measurement arms. The adjustable gain allows
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an equalization of all PMT channel gains which can varie from channel to channel by a factor 3.

The auto-trigger (lower part) includes a fast shaper followed by a comparator. The trigger decision

is provided by the logical “OR” of all 32 comparator outputs, with a threshold set externally. A

mask register allows disabling externally any malfunctioning channel. The charge measurement

arm (upper part) consists of a slow shaper followed by a Track & Hold buffer. Upon a trigger

decision, charges are stored in 2 pF capacitors and the 32 channels outputs are readout sequentially

at a 5 MHz frequency, in a period of 6.4 µs. All charges are digitised by an external ADC (12–bit

AD9220) placed on the DAQ cards.
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Figure 15. Architecture of a single channel of the OPERA–ROC chip.

10.1.1 TT dismounting in Gran Sasso

The TT dismounting in Gran Sasso underground laboratory will start in summer 2015 (first

OPERA Super Module) and will end in Spring 2016 (second OPERA Super Module). The OPERA

detector dismounting and cost sharing among the funding agencies are defined in a special MoU.

The cost of the TT dismounting up to its storage area is part of this MoU and thus it is not

considered in the IN2P3 JUNO requests.

All TT modules will be stored in Gran Sasso in 10 containers before sending them to China. The

shipping of the containers will be done when storage halls will be ready near the JUNO underground

laboratory. This is expected to take place in 2016. In all the cases the TT will not be mounted on

top of JUNO detector before 2019. This implies that the TT containers will be stored somewhere

for about three years. The best place, in order to avoid big temperature variations and scintillator

aging, is the Gran Sasso underground laboratory. Negotiations are engaged with LNGS on this

possibility. If this is not possible, the TT will be temporarily stored in a hall in the surface LNGS

laboratory waiting to be shipped to China.

10.1.2 TT in JUNO

This muon tracker, called now Top Tracker (again TT), will be needed in JUNO in order to

well study the cosmogenic background production. The most dangerous background is induced
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by cosmic muons generating 9Li and 8He unstable elements, and fast neutrons, which could fake

an IBD interaction inside the central detector. Fig. 16 presents schematically the most important

noise configurations. The first two, (a) and (b), mainly concern 9Li and 8He production directly in

the central detector (a) and in the veto water pool (b) while the last one (c) concerns the neutron

production in the surrounding rock.

muon track	
Top tracker	

Water 
Pool	

Water Pool	

muon track	
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muon track	

Rock	

n	
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Figure 16. Configurations considered for the induced noise.

The surface on the top of the JUNO detector is of the order of 40×40 m2. The total surface that

the TT could cover depends on the number of superimposed x− y layers (composed by consecutive

TT walls). In any case it will never be able to cover the entire surface, half of cosmic muons crossing

the JUNO detector can pass by the sides. The number of layers will depend on several parameters:

• the minimum statistics needed to well measure the cosmogenic background (9Li and 8He

production),

• the muon tracking accuracy needed up to the bottom part of the central detector (of the order

of the one induced by the multiple scattering),

• the noise rate reduction using coincidences (affordable by the acquisition system),

• the rate reduction of fake tracks.

First studies show that 3 to 4 layers will be needed that means that the total surface on top of

JUNO liquid scintillator detector will be 690 m2 to 920 m2, respectively.

The noise rate in JUNO underground laboratory is expected to be significantly higher than in

Gran Sasso. During OPERA operation the noise rate for 1/3 p.e. threshold was of the order of

10 Hz. This low rate was mainly due to the low PMT dark current (2.5 Hz) and the fact that the

TT walls were shielded by the OPERA lead/emulsion bricks. Before the insertion of the bricks the

noise rate was of the order of 25 Hz/channel. In JUNO this rate is expected to be significantly

higher for several reasons:

• The JUNO overburden is lower (2000 m.w.e.) than for Gran Sasso (4200 m.w.e.) implying

more cosmic muons crossing the detector.

• There will be no shielding between the TT walls.

• The radioactivity of the rock, measured by Daya Bay experiment 200 km away, is expected

to be significantly higher than the one observed in the Gran Sasso underground laboratory.
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• There will be no concrete on the walls surrounding the JUNO underground laboratory (con-

trarily to Gran Sasso underground laboratory), concrete that could absorbe part of the γ’s

emitted by the rock.

In the case of 4-layers cover, the configurations of Fig. 17 have been considered. The first

configuration has the advantage compared to the others of covering the maximum surface of the

central detector region. The second one is more representative of all detector configurations and

noise measurements could be extrapolated to the total detector top surface. The third configuration

is best for rock muon production estimation but is not very representative of the rest of the detector.

Finally, as baseline it has been defined the second configuration. In all the cases, the TT has to

well cover the chimney region (central region not covered by the veto Water Cherenkov) from where

radioactive sources will be introduced to calibrate the detector.

4XY Around (“O”) 
(2×4+2×3 TT walls) 

4XY Middle (Mid) 
(3×4+2 TT walls) 

4XY Rectangle (Rtg) 
(2×7 TT walls) 

WP 

CD 

TT 

Figure 17. Configurations considered for the Top Tracker coverage.

10.1.3 Noise rate estimations

Table 3 presents the rock noise rate for one x layer on the top, for one y layer just below and

for the case of one x−y coincidence of these two layers (x−y correlated coincidence). For the x−y
correlated coincidences the x and y hits must come from the same radioactivity event while for the

x−y accidental coincidences come from different events occurring during 200 ns time–window. The

slight noise reduction from the x layer to the y one is due to the fact that the top layer shields

a bit the layer above. A strong noise rate reduction is observed when an x − y coincidence is

required. For all the cases a threshold of one and two photoelectrons is considered. The results are

shown considering no concrete on the JUNO cavern walls and with 10 cm concrete. The presence

of concrete would reduce the radioactivity noise by about a factor 4.

The noise rate per channel is not the only parameter to take care during the design of the new

TT configuration. The number of x− y layers will mainly be determined by the number of “fake”

muons (virtual tracks due to many hits in a time–window of 200 ns) produced by the environmental

radioactivity. Table 4 presents the “fake” muons’ rate estimation considering two and three TT

x− y layers. For the case of the two layers, the distance between is considered to be 2 m, while for

the case of three layers the third layer is inserted at the middle between the two considered layers.

It can be observed that the rate is considerably reduced for the case of three layers compared to

the one of only two layers. From this table the case of two layers can be excluded. The rate

being of the order of few Hz and less for the case of three layers, the case of four layers initially

considered probably will not be necessary. A fourth layer would provide some redundancy in case
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Table 3. Noise rate for several TT conditions.

Configuration Rate (Hz/m2), 1 p.e. thresh. Rate (Hz/m2), 2 p.e. thresh.

no concrete 10 cm concrete no concrete 10 cm concrete

1− x layer (top) 6800 1780 2700 710

1− y layer (bottom) 6500 1780 1200 310

x− y layer (correlated) 540 150 29 7

x− y layer (accidentals, 200 ns win.) 400 29 29 2

of inefficiencies due to scintillator aging, dead time or dead zones. It has also to be noted that each

“fake” muon will bias the cosmogenic 9Li and 8He production and thus this rate has to be very

low.

Table 4. Rate of “fake” tracks for several TT conditions.

Configuration Fake muon rate (Hz), 1 p.e. thresh. Fake muon rate (Hz), 2 p.e. thresh.

no concrete 10 cm concrete no concrete 10 cm concrete

2 TT x− y layers 340000 12500 1300 31

3 TT x− y layers 2.6 0.02 6× 10−4 2× 10−6

In order to study the noise induced by 9Li, 8He and fast neutrons, enough statistics has to

be collected using the TT. To estimate the noise rate induced by these three source for the three

configurations of Fig. 16, the following parameters have been considered:

• Eµ: the muon energy,

• Lµ: the average track length of muons in the liquid scintillator (case a),

• Rµ: the muon rate in the liquid scintillator (case a),

• FnCap: the neutron capture ratio (1 for JUNO, case a),

• N : the muon number (case b),

• Latt: the attenuation length of 9Li/8He in water pool (0.5 m, case b),

• Swp: surface of water pool (case c).

The following formulas give the noise rate of the three considered configurations:

• RLi,He ∝ E0.74
µ · Lµ ·Rµ · fnCap for case (a),

• RLi,He ∝

N∑
i=1

E0.74
µi

(
M∑
j=1

Lj
µi
e
−

dj
Latt )fnCap

N ·Rwp for case (b),

• Rrockn ∝ E0.74
µi ·Rµ · Swp · fnCap for case (c)

Table 5 presents the expected noise rate from 9Li and 8He for all three TT coverage configu-

rations of Fig. 17. From these results, the TT configuration (4XY, “O”) can be excluded because

of the poor rate observed of the 9Li and 8He induced noise. It has to be noted that in absence of
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the TT the 9Li and 8He rate per day is of the order of 90 to be compared to ∼50 IBD interactions

induced by nuclear reactors. Obviously, this background has to be reduced or at least its rate must

be well known.

Table 5. Noise rate induced by 9Li and 8He for case (a) of Fig. 16.

Lµ (m) Rµ (Hz) 9Li/8He rate/day

all muons 22.5 3.5 90

TT (4XY, Mid) 23.5 0.94 27

TT (4XY, Rtg) 23.4 0.80 23

TT (4XY, “O”) 21.8 0.30 9

Table 6 presents the expected noise rate from 9Li and 8He for all three TT coverage configu-

rations of Fig. 17 where the muons only cross the water pool without passing through the central

detector. As already said, the TT configuration (4XY, Rtg) is the most representative of all parts of

the detector and, not seen a significant difference between this configuration and the configuration

(4XY, Mid), the configuration (4XY, Rtg) has been considered as baseline.

Table 6. Noise rate induced by 9Li and 8He for case (b) of Fig. 16.

9Li/8He rate/day Back./signal (%)

all muons 1.2 3.0

TT (4XY, Mid) 0.35 0.9

TT (4XY, Rtg) 0.3 0.7

TT (4XY, “O”) 0.16 0.4

Table 7 presents the expected noise rate from fast neutrons obtained by extrapolations for

Daya Bay observations for case (c) of Fig. 16 and for the baseline configuration of TT (4XY, Rtg)

of Fig. 17. It is expected to have a fast neutron induced noise rate of the order of 0.13 per day

which represents 0.3% of the expected signal.

Table 7. Expected noise rate from fast neutrons for case (c) of Fig. 16 and for the configuration of TT

(4XY, Rtg) of Fig. 17.

Daya Bay Far detector JUNO

Eµ (GeV) 57 137 215

Rµ (Hz) 1.2 0.055 0.003

Swp (m2) 724 1032 3740

fnCap (%) 45 45 100

Rock neutron bkg. rate/day 1.7 0.22 0.13 (B/S∼0.3%)

The noise measured with the help of the TT will be extrapolated to the whole detector and

will be introduced in the simulations in order to well estimated the related systematic errors.
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10.1.4 Modifications to the Target Tracker

The present OPERA TT acquisition system can afford up to 20–25 Hz trigger rate per channel.

For higher rates as those expected in JUNO this system would have severe limitations inducing

huge dead time and thus significantly reducing the TT efficiency. Even if the x − y coincidences

already reduce the noise rate (see above), the acquisition system specifically developed for OPERA

needs will not be able to be used for the TT installed in JUNO cavern.

The high noise rate expected in JUNO obliges the replacement of the acquisition system (DAQ)

by a new one. By the same way, the front end electronics based on OPERA-ROC [21] chip will be

replaced. Indeed, this chip is now obsolete and not enough spares are available. The new genera-

tion chip MAROC3 [23] (AMS SiGe 0.35 µm technology, developed by IN2P3 Omega laboratory)

disposing of more functionalities can replace the OPERA-ROC chip. On OPERA-ROC the word

registering the triggered channels was not functioning properly while on MAROC3 this has been

corrected. This gives the possibility to only read the triggered channels and not all of them as it was

done in OPERA TT, thereby gaining in readout speed. The MAROC3 chip has a similar architec-

ture than the OPERA–ROC (fast part for triggering and slow one for charge measurement). The

difference is that in MAROC3 the ADC is already integrated in the chip while for OPERA–ROC

the ADC was externally implemented on the DAQ cards. The MAROC3 chip has two “OR”, one

could be used for the timestamp while the second one could be used for fast coincidences with other

sensors. This would allow to do fast coincidences with at least x and y strips to reduce the DAQ

trigger rate. For all coincidences among TT sensors a dedicate electronics card has to be developed

receiving the “OR” of all sensors and making coincidences. The timestamp can be provided by a

special clock card to be developed.

OPERA INFN institutes has expressed a strong interest to develop the DAQ cards which will

be located just behind the multi–anode PMTs, as done in OPERA. The front end card where the

MAROC3 chip will be located could be produced by IN2P3 institutes. IN2P3 institutes would also

have the responsibility to check and characterised all MAROC3 chips produced for this application

(992 plus spares). IN2P3 institutes could also develop the clock card while JINR–Dubna (already

participating in OPERA–TT) could produce the coincidence card.

The drawings for the installation of the TT in JUNO will be produced by IN2P3 and IHEP–

Beijing. It is already agreed with IHEP that the TT supporting structure will be financed and

produced by Chinese institutes. This structure, very different from the one used in OPERA due

to the fact that in JUNO all modules will be in horizontal position instead of vertical position

in OPERA, has to be drawn with care and in a close collaboration between IN2P3 and IHEP. A

special care has also to be taken in order to leave accessibility to all electronics of all TT modules.

The TT simulation has to be adapted to the JUNO geometry. The IN2P3 is very well placed

to do these modifications since this part of the OPERA TT software has been written by IPHC-

IN2P3. The data analysis can also be prepared by IN2P3 institutes based on OPERA experience

and experience gained in Double Chooz studying cosmogenic background production.

Resources: For the TT displacement all transportation tools used in OPERA will be recycled.

Also, all testing devices (for PMT’s, light injection cards, etc.) will be used again. A muon telescope

with four TT layers built using OPERA TT modules will be used as prototype to also test the new

DAQ and electronics.

Time Schedule: From 2015 (OPERA TT dismounting) up to 2019 (TT remounting and commis-

sioning in JUNO underground laboratory). After arrival of the TT modules in Chine (2016–2017)

tests on some modules have to be performed to check again their quality.

IN2P3 Laboratories: IPHC and LLR.
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Figure 18. Architecture of the MAROC3 chip.

Collaborations: INFN (Padova and Frascati) for the new DAQ, JINR for new electronics and TT

remounting, IHEP for local support and TT mechanical structure.

10.2 JUNO data acquisition and electronics

IN2P3 groups, in collaboration with the Omega laboratory (specialised in ASIC and electronics

developments), are interested in strategical contributions to the electronics/DAQ systems of the

JUNO experiment. Our efforts can be classified in the following threads of action, below described.

10.2.1 Electronics Medium Interface

The current scenario for the JUNO electronics configuration implies the location of several

(likely most) critical pieces of the electronics to be immersed in water, as default. The electron-

ics to be immersed involves either amplification (minimal) or amplification+digitisation; the latter

being regarded as the most likely scenario. Water being the most likely scenario implies major

implication for the electronics medium isolation, encapsulation and other possible interfaces, such

cables/fibres to the outside. Interfacing electronics in water is a very delicate operation that re-

quires dedicated expertise, much available within IN2P3 via the experience gathered during the

design and construction of ANTARES experiment [24] as well as the leading participation in the
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KM3NeT programme [25]. The system requirements for JUNO are expected to be far less strin-

gent than those needed for deep sea under-water configurations. In JUNO, the default design is a

maintenance-free system, hence the possibility of under-water manipulation, substitution (needing

dedicated connectors, for example) is disfavoured. This design requirement, instead, imposes de-

manding requirements/conditions to maximise the reliability of the entire system, electronics and

its under–water interfaces, being discussed for optimisation. This is a critical item of the detector

design having implication to the possible readout technology where input from existing expertise

is highly desired, as no R&D is expected on this front. Thus, the world leading expertise available

within the IN2P3 is regarded not only as strategical but also it is identified as unique within the

collaboration, since there is no other laboratory currently in the collaboration with such an expertise.

Resources: to provide expertise for the water interface, i.e. engineering support, guided by closely

involved physicists. Implementation is expected so far to happen elsewhere (not yet discussed within

the collaboration).

Time Schedule: during detector design phase (2015-2018).

IN2P3 Laboratories: CPPM and APC.

Collaborations: IHEP (China), likely responsible on-site electronics interface system. Other lab-

oratories might join.

10.2.2 High Reliability Electronics and Interface System Design

As explained before, the JUNO electronics is expected to be supported by underwater deploy

interface system to be designed as maintenance-free. This implies that the system design must

foresee carefully all possible system (interface and electronics) failure modes, as well as dedicated

solution scenarios involving strategic redundancy and/or the selection of specific technologies, such

as underwater connection and manipulation. The rationale behind is, therefore, while somewhat

less demanding, similar to that applied for satellite systems engineering design where specialised and

experienced engineers are absolutely critical, to minimise risk and unnecessary R&D. In IN2P3 tech-

nical staff has relevant expertise on high–reliability systems for satellites, as well as high precision

electronic systems deployed in extremely weather conditions, such as the Pierre Auger observatory.

We, thus, envisage to engage this unique and critical expertise during the optimisation of the JUNO

system such that a maintenance-free system can be conceived and realise with overheads and ex-

penses yielding minimal detector performance deterioration, which is a non-trivial matter given the

very demanding detector calorimetry precision requirements.

Resources: expertise and engineer time during experiments electronics/readout system design.

Implementation is expected (so far) to happen elsewhere (not yet discussed within the collabora-

tion).

Time Schedule: during detector design phase (2015-2018).

IN2P3 Laboratories: APC and CPPM.

Collaborations: Aachen and Julich (Germany) and IHEP (China). Other laboratories might join.

10.2.3 Readout Electronics Design

The readout system of JUNO has not been fully fixed yet. The baseline design for the digiti-

sation electronics is to rely on FADC-only based system, similar to those used in Double Chooz,
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giving its very positive experience. Currently, two possible scenarios are being proposed, respec-

tively by the Aachen (Germany) and the IHEP (China) laboratories. However, the possibility of

a high precision electronics relying on the existing latest version of the PARISROC ASIC chip

developed by the Omega laboratory has some possible strategical scenario within the exceptionally

high precision in calorimetry needed for the success of the experiment. A new concept is being

developed in an exiting collaboration between APC and Omega laboratories for the other large

neutrino projects, such the WA105 experiment at CERN. The goal of this initiative is to develop a

modified version of the PARISROC3 chip with a slaved <40MHz FADC that can be used to provide

coarse waveform information over a time window <10 µs. Currently, this time-window length is

beyond the specifications of the PARISROC3 chip alone. The goal here is to provide a conceptual

design and performance evaluation of the system that could be possibly used for JUNO, in col-

laboration with the existing design being developed within IN2P3. Possible customisation to the

JUNO requirements will be specially considered, although the existing design is likely well adapted

to JUNO physics requirements. Evaluation of performance with real PMT pulses is envisaged and

a critical piece of the programme to evaluate possible systematics propagating to the calorimetry

estimation.

Resources: Prototype PCB conception, design and construction and test and evaluation for physics

performance.

Time Schedule: During detector design phase (2015-2018).

IN2P3 Laboratories: Omega and APC.

Collaborations: Bruxelles (Belgium), Aachen and Julich (Germany), Padova (Italy) and IHEP

(China).

10.2.4 Readout Characterisation & Simulation

The non-stochastic terms of the detector energy resolution are strongly affected by calorimetry

systematics induced upon the energy reconstruction schemes, which are themselves strongly depen-

dent on the readout performance, such as smearing, thresholds, digitation, zero-suppression, etc.

This behaviour is a critical part of the readout configuration optimisation of JUNO for maximal

experiment performance. The impact of the readout performance can, therefore, be characterised

with high precision in dedicated sub-system (1 full readout channel needed). The overall perfor-

mance (i.e. the PDF response distributions) can be then propagated via dedicated Monte Carlo

based simulation (being developed within the collaboration) to evaluate the impact of the readout

response to the energy resolution; i.e. in terms of precision and exactness avoiding possible biases.

The study of possible biasses (and subsequent corrections, if relevant) is specially important as this

also offers critically early feedback to the most suitable detector calibration scheme to be envisaged

and being designed. The goal, therefore, is to create a 1-channel system (thus called “Vertical

Slice”) for readout characterisation and optimisation using simulations and realistic energy recon-

struction system, as those developed and tested over years in Double Chooz. This effort, given

the demanding calorimetry physics goals of JUNO, is regarded as critical input for optimal JUNO

detector design.

Resources: reuse of the existing facilites for readout (20” PMTs, electronics and dark boxes for

PMT housing/testing) system characterisation and data taking like the one developed for Double

Chooz, currently located at APC. The APC system is suitable for JUNO upon a few modifications

to adapt to larger PMTs (larger dark-box), thus minimising expenses and providing fast feedback

to the collaboration for the optimal readout configuration specifications definition.
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Time Schedule: Detector design phase and before detector running (<2020).

IN2P3 Laboratories: APC.

Collaborations: Gran Sasso and Padova (Italy) and IHEP (China). This effort implies collab-

oration also within the readout MC system of JUNO, where the above laboratories are also key

players. Other laboratories might join.

10.2.5 DAQ Design and Development

The most important operation within the JUNO neutrino detector is expected to be the de-

velopment of the online and DAQ systems. The DAQ of JUNO is expected to be built within a

similar design to that of the SuperKamiokande-IV, whereby event formation is not caused by a

hardware trigger (using energy/multiplicity typically) but caused in software, thus, exploiting more

powerful trigger criteria to maximise the detector coverage to vast range of physics expected. Soft-

ware event-building system is expected to be implemented by powerful computer farm with state

of the art network facilities for data transfer and storage. This same flexible vast trigger criteria

is useful for event volume reduction, as less relevant physics events (example: cosmic muons) can

undergo lossless data-volume reduction, based on physics criteria. This strategy is being employed

in Double Chooz, named the “Dynamic Data Reduction”. This ambitious effort will be supported

by several laboratories within the collaboration, where the APC has much experience on several of

the non-trivial issues arising when dealing with FADC based electronics data handling, suffering

from large data flows. The exact design of the online/DAQ systems is being discussed within the

collaboration among the actor laboratories and optimise for maximal physics output. Dedicated

studies are underway. This strategical contribution allows to critically position IN2P3 physicists

for leading roles in data analysis and it is regarded as a maximal priority within the Europe-JUNO

collaboration, since it minimises large hardware contributions, ideal for remote maintenance and

development.

Resources: Dedicated hardware items (computers, fast network, storage systems, etc) needed to

create a mimicking event-formation farm as to be done in real detector, although scaled down.

This effort will benefit much to use read data from “Vertical Slice” (previous item) to exercise data

reduction criteria studies and analysis on the final readout configuration of the detector.

Time Schedule: During detector design, construction and commissioning phases (2015-2020).

IN2P3 Laboratories: APC and Subatech.

Collaborations: Bruxelles (Belgium), Padova (Italy), Aachen (Germany) and IHEP (China).

Other laboratories might join, specially on the JUNO-Europe side.

10.3 Radon background

Juno is a multi-purpose low energy neutrino experiment. The background from natural radioactivity

will be one of the most important questions to take into account to reach the expected sensitivities.

In this context, a particular care must be associated with presence of radon in the experiment.

Radon is a noble gas, and can reach, by emanation and diffusion, any region of the detector. The

alpha, beta and gamma decays of the radon radioactive chain are quite often at the origin of the

most important limitation of many neutrino experiments at low energy. The reduction of the radon

concentration is therefore mandatory. In this context, at CPPM we have large and unique expertise

in the radon capture. We are in charge of the radon adsorption in the SuperNEMO double beta

decay experiment, and we collaborate with the Jing-Ping underground laboratory in China for the

construction of an antiradon facility. This specific know-how would be very useful in general for

the JUNO collaboration in particular in synergy with the groups from Germany and Italy involved
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in the radio-purification.

Resources: Expertise in optimization of radon adsorption on nonporous materials. Antiradon

adsorption metrology bench of the CPPM. Existing collaboration with several Physical-Chemistry

institutes.

Time Schedule: During detection design.

Collaborations: Chinese (IHEP), Italian and German laboratories involved in low background

and radio-purity.

10.4 High Relevance Physics Analysis and Simulation Topics within IN2P3

Although it is difficult to fully anticipate the physics analysis of the IN2P3 groups, a few strategical

assets of knowledge/expertise are currently available due to previous expertise and/or the technical

contribution above mentioned.

• Calorimetry/Energy Reconstruction

IN2P3 institutes have large expertise in energy reconstruction and calorimetry with liquid

scintillator detectors. This is particularly relevant within JUNO, where energy resolution is

most vital for the success of the physics programme. Active role on the subject is already

taking place via the optimisation of the detector and readout designs. This effort is expected

to continue, once the detector is built via key participation for the final energy reconstruction

strategy.

• Cosmogenic Backgrounds

IN2P3 institutes have developed several unprecedented techniques for the tagging of cosmo-

genic backgrounds in the context of Double Chooz. Background dedicated tagging is sub-

sequently used for rate and energy spectra high precision characterisation as well as active

vetoing, as done in Double Chooz, and, thus, granting the experiment with an effective larger

overburden for some physics channels. This expertise is, again, expected to be a key element

during data analysis as well as the key contribution of the OPERA muon tracker used to

enhance tagging of those backgrounds.

• Supernova Detection Physics

IN2P3 experts on supernova physics could participate to the evaluation of the JUNO per-

formance to detect neutrinos coming from supernova explosions according to the explosion

mechanisms.

• Reactor Flux Predictions

IN2P3 institutions have been among the world leaders in the state of the art reactor flux

predictions (and uncertainties reduction). This critical and unique expertise, specially relevant

for JUNO, is expected to be strategically utilised to improve the sensitivity of key physics

channels in JUNO. Examples, reduce all rate-driven systematics with reactor neutrinos as

well as improve the significance of the geo-neutrino observation, for which reactor neutrinos

are an overwhelming background.

11 Resources for IN2P3 participation

IN2P3 institutes have a strong experience on the implied JUNO detection technics, thanks to their

participation in other neutrino experiments. All the above activities are strategically chosen in
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coherences with these existing ranges of expertise. This strategy will allow minimal necessity of

new resources from IN2P3 towards JUNO.

The construction, installation and operation of the OPERA TT were under the responsibility

of IN2P3 which is now very well placed to take the responsibility of the reshuffling/refurbishing and

reinstallation of this detector in JUNO.

As a reactor experiment, JUNO is similar than Double Chooz hosted by IN2P3. These last

years, IN2P3 institutes acquired large experience on this kind of detectors. Together with their

European partners, also participating to Double Chooz, OPERA and Borexino, IN2P3 institutes

can have significant contribution to many other parts of the detector.

IN2P3 institutes have also the necessary experience on simulation and data analysis to actively

participate to the JUNO software effort.

The IN2P3 institutes that have already expressed an interest to join JUNO are given in Table 8

with the number of interested physicists. During the first two years, 2015 and 2016, only traveling

fund is requested to participate to the two JUNO collaboration meetings planed per year, to euro-

pean meetings to coordinate the european participation and to national meetings to coordinate the

IN2P3 institutes tasks.

By 2017, R&D will start for both, the TT electronics and the JUNO acquisition system and

electronics while for 2018 and 2019 construction funds and engineering traveling will be needed.

Table 8. Interested IN2P3 institutes to join JUNO, number of physicists and present implications in

neutrino projects.

Institute number of interested physicists present neutrino commitments

CPPM 3 ANTARES

SUBATECH 1 Double Chooz, SOLID

LLR 5 T2K

APC 3 Double Chooz

IPHC 5 OPERA, Double Chooz

12 Conclusions

JUNO with its 20 kt liquid scintillator detector has a very strong neutrino physics case. It will

allow the sub–percent determination of PMNS parameters, mainly θ12. The main subject of this

experiment is the MH determination with a confidence level higher than 3 σ. It also has a rich

astroparticle physics program and it aims to collect a significant amount of geo–neutrinos to better

understand the abundance of 232Th and 238U .

IN2P3 institutes have a unique opportunity to significantly contribute to this experiment thanks

to their previous expertise acquired on neutrino experiments. The re–use of OPERA Targe Tracker

will be the most significant in–kind contribution of IN2P3 while more contributions can take place

on other sensitive parts of the JUNO detector. On top of hardware contributions our institutes can

also play an important role on software, simulation and data analysis.
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